**Overview**
Snapt is a next generation load balancer, web accelerator and application firewall for DevOps.

**Executive Summary**
Snapt develops high-end solutions for application delivery. We provide load balancing, web acceleration, caching and security for critical services.

**Statement from Partner**
“Snapt is about ensuring the most technologically advanced companies in the world can scale, stay online and stay secure. Embracing virtualization and containerization is at the heart of Snapt and is a critical considering for many of our clients. Partnering with Red Hat will allow us to better service their high-performance requirements.” Dave Blakey, CEO.

**Statement from Red Hat Connect**
“Customers are looking to migrate their applications to the cloud leveraging containers as the deployment model.” said Mike Werner, Sr. Director, Global Technology Partners, Red Hat. “Red Hat container certification assures a supportable platform for all types of customer deployment models. Red Hat is thrilled to work with software partners like Snapt, resulting in the world’s largest commercial ecosystem for containers.”

---

**Company Description**
Snapt develops high-end solutions for application delivery for the most advanced businesses in the world. The Snapt ADC is the ultimate load balancer, web accelerator and application firewall for DevOps, cloud and virtualized deployments.

**Product Profile**
Always online, always secure, always fast. Snapt is the load balancer, web accelerator and WAF that's going to supercharge your network.

---

**FAST FACTS**

**Company:** Snapt  
**Website:** [www.snapt.net](http://www.snapt.net)

**Contact:** sales@snapt.net
**Product Benefits**
Snapt is a modern software-only load balancing, acceleration, and security solution that’s built for flexibility, performance and virtualization.

Snapt offers:
- High-performance Layer 7 application delivery
- A total container-aware ADC solution
- The widest feature set and lowest cost/request load balancer
- Dedicated 24/7/365 in-house support from experts
- Regulatory compliance for PCI, HIPAA, and more
- Uptime and high availability for critical services

**Use Cases**
Snapt is the trusted, and perfect, solution for leading-edge clients who value innovation to ensure the uptime and performance of business-critical services.

- Need to dynamically and intelligently scale applications
- Need to automatically optimize, accelerate and improve web apps, e-commerce stores and more
- Need Layer 7 application firewallsing for HTTP/S
- Need Intelligent monitoring of services
- Require high-performance API routing, throttling

The biggest businesses in the world trust us to stay online, stay fast, and stay secure.

Get a free Snapt trial today!